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An Iraq-Qatar co-production looking at life in war-
torn Baghdad and a Vietnamese tale of a young
bookie struggling to support himself and his loved

ones have shared the top award at the 24th Busan
International Film Festival. Iraqi director Mohanad Hayal’s
“Haifa Street” and “Rom”, from Vietnam’s Tran Thanh Huy,
won the festival’s New Currents award, which hands out
two prizes of $30,000 to first- or second-time Asian direc-
tors, early Saturday.

“The decision was tough and these two films are not
first and second, this was not a horse-race,” said New
Currents jury head Mike Figgis, the Oscar-nominated
director of “Leaving Las Vegas”. “We saw a lot of great

work from young, exciting filmmakers who understand the
art of cinema.” “Haifa Street” was a film with tension from
beginning to end, the jury said in a statement.

“This is a mature, grown-up movie and the director
exhibited a confidence and understanding of cinema lan-
guage which set the film apart,” their statement read.
“Good to see a strong gender-balanced cast.” The New
Currents jury praised “Rom” for “it’s amazing energy”.
Among the Hollywood stars to grace this year’s event were
previously Oscar-nominated Timothee Chalamet, with
thousands waiting for his red carpet appearance alongside
co-star Joel Edgerton, before the screening of their new
film “The King”.

Japanese auteur Hirokazu Kore-eda was in town to col-
lect the Asian Filmmaker of the World award while the
Korean industry was out in force, led by opening night host
Lee Hanee. This year’s festival comes during unprecedent-
ed interest in Korean cinema, thanks to the global success
of director Bong Joon-ho’s Oscar favourite  “Parasite”.

That film is rolling out this week in the United States-
after claiming a Palm D’or at Cannes in May-but there was
a wealth of other local talent on display, with a buzz build-
ing around the likes of Yoon Dan-bi’s sweeping family dra-
ma  “Moving On”. BIFF had opened with the threat of
Typhoon Mitag looming and with hundreds of flights to
Korea cancelled, but skies cleared and the festival was able

to go ahead with a series of outdoor screenings at venues
across the city.

“There was the possibility of chaos but in the end there
were no problems,” said BIFF chairman Lee Yong-kwan.
The festival announced on Saturday it intended to expand
it’s film funding efforts, including more TV and streaming
platform content, and building a Korean cinema museum.
This year BIFF screened 299 films from 85 countries, with
118 world premieres, and almost 200,000 attending across
its 10-day run. The event ends on Saturday night with the
official prize-giving, and with the world premiere of Korean
director Lim Dae-hyung’s mother-daughter relationship
drama “Moonlit Winter”. —AFP

Iraqi, Vietnamese directors scoop 
top prize at Busan film festival

This undated handout photo obtained from the Busan International Film Festival (BIFF) in Busan shows a still of the movie
‘Haifa Street’ drected by Iraqi-director Mohanad Hayal. — AFP photos

This undated handout photo obtained from the Busan International Film Festival (BIFF) in Busan shows a still of the movie
‘Rom’ directed by Vietnam’s Tran Thanh Huy.

Iraq War whistleblower film 
has Bush and Blair in its sights

ABritish whistleblower responsible for a dramatic leak in the run-
up to the 2003 invasion of Iraq and now the subject of a
Hollywood film hopes it will refocus attention on the flawed

evidence that led to war.  Ex-spy Katharine Gun-the lead character in
the new movie “Official Secrets”-believes the dramatization could also
damage the partially repaired reputations of the UK and US leaders
behind the military action.

Former British premier Tony Blair and US president George W
Bush were dogged by criticism for years after launching a conflict that
ultimately killed hundreds of thousands of people. But in recent years
they appear to have been able to move beyond the issue. “This film
might go some way to redressing that-let’s see,” Gun, a former intelli-
gence translator, told AFP ahead of the screening at the London Film
Festival this week.

The 45-year-old leaked a top-secret US intelligence memo in
2003 which requested Britain’s help in spying on non-aligned UN
Security Council members to win a key vote authorizing war. The rev-
elations caused a political storm at the time and saw Gun, who eventu-
ally admitted leaking the document, charged with breaching Britain’s
Official Secrets Act and nearly end up in prison.

She and some of the film’s creators hope the movie will highlight
again that invading Iraq was justified on the false premise Baghdad
had illegal weapons of mass destruction (WMD). “There’s no rehabili-
tating two leaders who have had to admit that the whole WMD thing
was an absolute fabrication and a manipulation and a lie,” said direc-
tor Gavin Hood. “It’s terrible, this rehabilitation of George Bush only
because (current US President Donald) Trump seems worse... We’ve
got to stop this nonsense.”

Back to normal life   
“Official Secrets”, which opened in the United States in August

and hits cinemas in Britain in October before being released else-
where later in the year, chronicles how and why Gun leaked the
memo and the fallout from it. The British government eventually opt-
ed in 2004 not to prosecute Gun after she pleaded not guilty. It
would have been forced to disclose key documents and decision-
making related to the Iraq war.

A mum-of-one now based in Turkey, she and her husband
remained living in the shadow of GCHQ, the government eavesdrop-
ping centre in southern England where she had worked as a Mandarin
translator, until 2011. “All I wanted to do was just to go back to normal
life, and that’s what I did,” Gun said, who went on to work as a
Mandarin tutor-even coaching former colleagues from GCHQ. “It took
me a long time to come to terms with the events... every time I tried to
recount (them), my stress levels would go up again.”

Another central character in “Official Secrets” is Martin Bright, the
journalist at The Observer newspaper who received the leaked memo
and broke the story, and is played by actor Matt Smith. “It was
immensely exciting,” Bright recalled of the experience.  “It’s the jour-
nalist’s equivalent of scoring a goal at Wembley-getting a front page
news story in a Sunday newspaper.  “I’ve subsequently felt that this is
an extremely important story that risked being forgotten.” 

Questions about loyalty   
Gun said she was initially hesitant about getting involved in the film,

fearing another false dawn after numerous failed attempts to make a
movie about the dramatic events that have shaped the last 16 years of
her life. But after spending several days forensically recounting it all to
Hood, a South African-born director whose other politically driven
films include “Tsotsi” (2005) and “Eye in the Sky” (2015), both were
convinced of the importance of the collaboration.

“I’m telling this story because I think it raises interesting questions
about loyalty... to what and to whom do we owe our loyalty?” the
director said. People’s loyalty should be to “fundamental values as
espoused by the American constitution and its bill of rights and if you
step outside of those, you don’t have my loyalty.” For Gun, the film
reminds audiences of the apparent lack of accountability for Bush and
Blair over the Iraq War, which caused immense suffering and eroded
regional stability. 

She also sees a correlation between this and the prevailing political
culture in Britain and the US, where Trump and British Prime Minister
Boris Johnson are frequently accused of dishonesty. “If they see that
other people haven’t been held to account, it sets an extremely bad
example,” Gun said.  “And human psychology says that you just emu-
late what you see.”—AFP

The new boss of long-troubled British music
retailer HMV told AFP it can overcome
“tough times” on the high street-with help

from keen demand for vinyl records and K-Pop.
HMV’s first store was opened by English composer
Edward Elgar as ‘His Master’s Voice’ in 1921 and
helped propel the Beatles to fame-the group signed
40 years later with EMI, the record label which
HMV owned until 1996.

Yet it has gone bust twice in recent years, rav-
aged by booming demand for online music and
home entertainment-and souring consumer senti-
ment. The ailing chain was rescued in February for
an undisclosed sum by Canadian company Sunrise
Records, after failing to make it through last year’s
busy festive holiday trading period. “Retail is hav-
ing a tough time right now,”  HMV UK owner Doug
Putman, 35, said in a telephone interview with AFP.

“But our belief is that there is opportunity out
there. And we know that customers still want physi-
cal products ... and ultimately we are going to offer
that. “ The Canadian businessman, who is chief
executive of Sunrise Records, snapped up 100
stores from administrators earlier this year, rescu-
ing almost 1,500 jobs. Some 27 branches were
closed by administrators, including HMV’s original
first store on London’s Oxford Street, but HMV has
since reopened a number of outlets and currently
has 114 in total.

Doing something different   
HMV is now seeking to listen more closely to its

customers and respond rapidly to changing musical
tastes, in order to differentiate itself from the likes
of US tech titan Amazon. “Everybody is going to

have to change not only how they think, how they
work, how they sell,” Putman told AFP, when ques-
tioned about the struggling British high street.
“Because if all you are doing is offering what
Amazon offers, then it is going to be really hard to
compete. So you definitely need to do something a
lot different.”

Most recently, that has meant that the group has
embraced nostalgic demand for old-style vinyl
records, as many customers choose to shun top-
end technology. And it has also sought to tap into
strong demand for Korean K-Pop music that
appeals far more to the younger generation. “We
recently just did a survey in the stores to see who is
the demographic coming, and it was really split in
all ages,” Putman told AFP. “So what we are seeing
is they are buying different things.

“But that younger demographic is certainly
coming in to buy K-Pop from us. They are certainly
coming in to buy vinyl from us, record players.
“And ... when you look at the technology offering
we have, you know, they are buying our head-
phones. “So we are getting them in and they’re

buying; they just may not be buying exactly what
they were ten years ago.” Putman was speaking to
media ahead of Friday’s opening of HMV’s biggest
store in Britain’s second biggest city of
Birmingham. In recent months and years, Britain’s
traditional high street shops have been buckling
under pressure from souring consumer sentiment
ahead of Brexit.

Remaining authentic   
And the high street is also battling rising costs

and rents, high taxes on business property, fierce
online competition and stretched household budg-
ets. Most recently, debt-plagued British travel
agent Thomas Cook-a staple of many of the
nation’s city centers-declared bankruptcy. Putman
insisted however that HMV, which filed separately
for bankruptcy in both 2013 and 2018, would still
be around as long as it remained relevant. “I have
no doubt we are going to be here in two, three,
four, five years,” he told AFP. “As long as we keep
listening to the customer, we remain relevant, we
remain authentic, I think we will be here.” —AFP 

HMV boss
seeks rebirth
of UK record
store giant

In this file photo pedestrians walk past a HMV store in central London. — AFP

Portraying a single mother whose teenage
daughter suddenly disappears in
“American Woman” was a “grueling” role

for Sienna Miller that forced the British-
American actress to imagine her worst night-
mare. Miller plays Debra, a 32-year old super-
market cashier whose daughter Bridget, a
mother herself, fails to return home after a night
out. Set in rural Pennsylvania, the harrowing
drama follows Debra over the course of 11 years
as she looks after Bridget’s toddler son and
faces personal hardships.

“It was grueling ... The idea of exploring that,
the unimaginable, my worst nightmare, felt
interesting and that being said when I agreed to
do the film I was praying I wouldn’t have to
because I started to dread what that would be
and it was impossibly hard,” Miller told Reuters
in an interview. “Obviously not nearly as hard
as the actual experience but I spent a lot of
time with people who had gone through that
and it was crushing. But we were a very strong
group of cast members and filmmakers and
everybody was very supportive throughout,
which I think I really needed.”

Miller, who has a young daughter, is known
for supporting roles in dramas “American
Sniper” and “Foxcatcher” but she said
“American Woman” was harder than her past
work. “There were moments where I complete-
ly fell apart ... I think anybody would, but I felt
supported and I had my daughter to go home
to every night which is a huge blessing,” she
said. Critics have praised her performance as
Debra, who transforms from brusque mistress
to a more settled grandmother.

“Women are often left to pick up the pieces
of a broken life and struggle through it and do
their best,” Miller said. “I liked that it felt femi-
nist, I liked that this woman was messy and
imperfect and I love looking at the bravery of a
woman like that .. . I liked potentially not
respecting her at the beginning and really
respecting her by the end.”

The film, released in Britain on Friday, also
stars “Mad Men” actress Christina Hendricks as
Debra’s sister Katherine and “Breaking Bad”
actor Aaron Paul as love interest Chris. Miller,
37, said the female-led storytelling felt “new
and original” as well as “essential”. “I’d never
read a script that was one woman in every
scene, I never had that experience in the 15
years that I have been making films,” she said. 

“I feel like I’ve seen men represented in that
way and grown up with that. Women are over
half the population, they deserve to be repre-
sented as well ... But the industry is shifting in a
positive way and so I hope to make more of
these.”—Reuters 

Sienna Miller faces 
worst nightmare in 
grueling new role

Oscar-winning actor Cuba Gooding Jr-facing trial
over accusations he groped a woman in New
York-is to be slapped with a new, unspecified

charge, prosecutors said Thursday. The “Jerry
Maguire” star will be arraigned in a state criminal court
next week to hear the indictment against him, a judge
ruled.  Gooding’s trial over allegations he grabbed the
woman’s breast without her consent in a Manhattan bar
on a night out in June was due to start on Thursday.

But the case was adjourned to October 15 after
prosecutors said they had filed new charges against
the 51-year-old. Assistant District Attorney Jenna Long
told a court in New York that the indictment covered
the original accusation as well as a “previously
uncharged incident.”  It is not clear if the alleged victim
is the same woman who made the original complaint. 

The nature of the new charge will not be revealed
until the arraignment. Gooding, 51, was originally
charged with forcible touching, a crime that can come
with a sentence of up to a year in prison if convicted. He
denied the allegation. Gooding won an Academy Award
in 1997 for his performance as a football player in “Jerry
Maguire.” He recently played OJ Simpson in “The
People vs OJ Simpson: American Crime Story.”  — AFP 

Actor Cuba Gooding Jr,
accused of groping, 
faces new charge


